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«eCall Migration»
Author: Bob Williams
Subject: CEN TC278 WG15
Place:
Sophia Antipolis, France
Date:
23-34 January 2014
Travel Order: STF/2013/
Experts travelling to meetings other than those of ETSI TBs must produce an executive report of their
attendance. The report should provide the necessary information to assess the benefit for the STF from
the attendance. In particular, the report should mention the scope of the meeting/conference/event, the
outstanding participants (persons, Companies, Organizations), the contacts realized, the interventions of
the expert, the copy of presentations/documents submitted and, if possible, testimonials of the perception
of the audience.
If required for the EC/EFTA contract, the original signed attendance sheets for the documentation of the
in-kind contribution must be posted to the following address:
ETSI
STFLINK
650, Route des Lucioles
F-06921 Sophia Antipolis
France

Please send this report to mailto:stflink@etsi.org as soon as possible after the conclusion of your mission
and before submitting the travel reimbursement request.
The approval of the Mission Travel Report by the STF Manager is required to authorize the
reimbursement of the travel cost.
This is an example of “bullet points” structure.

1

Scope of the event

This meeting was a scheduled CEN TC278 WG15 meeting. As an interim task centric WG meeting had
been held in November, this meeting was deferred to January 2014. CEN TC278 (eSafety) is of course
very relevant to STF456.
Our objective in attending was to brief on the progress of STF456, and to advise them of likely impacts on
their Standards, and requirements regarding supporting eCall on an ITS-Station platform.
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2

Participants

NAME
B Williams (Chair) (BW)
Bernfried Coldeway
Ryan Edwards
Francois Fischer
Francesca Forestieri
Guillaume Honore
Elise Latify
Frank Mass
Ingrid Pilkington.
Gerd Preuss
Margarida Teles-Romao
David Williams
12

3

Country
UK
DE
DE
BE
UK
EU
NL
DE
BE
EU
UK

Organization
CSI
ADAC
Adam Opel
ERTICO
GSMA
Jaguar Land Rover
EDPS
RWS
BMW
FIA
EC
Qualcom

Email
bw_csi@fastmail.fm
bernfried.coldeway@adac.de
Ryan_m.edwards@de.opelcom
f.foscher@mail.ertico.com
fforestieri@gsma.com
ghonore@jaguarlandrover.com
Elise.latify@edps.europa.ei
Frank.maas@cherion-it.nl
Ingrid.pilkington@bmw.de
gpreuss@fra.com
Margarida.teles-romao@ec.europa.eu
c_dwilliams@qualcomm.com

In-kind contribution

As we were still unable to circulate the current draft technical report (in comment resolution process in
ETSI MSG), and could only verbally report progress of the STF and respond to questions, the STF leader
did not feel it appropriate to collect in-kind signatures.

4

Outstanding presentations

BW, supported by DW, presented a short oral update and summary of the remainder of work to
conclusion of the project. The issue regarding default to 2G/3G was clarified and it was agreed that there
would be a need for a CEN Standard, equivalent to HLAP for 2G/3G. BW instigated generating this as a
new work item. The meeting looked forward to receiving the final output report of the project, which would
be introduced and explained to WG15 by BW/DW..

5

Presentations/interventions from the STF

No formal presentation was made, only a verbal report and a promise to circulate the interim working draft
after the ETSI MSG CR process is completed.

6

Stakeholders reaction/comments

The briefing was appreciated by the meeting participants.

7

Knowledge acquired / guidance received for the STF work

This was a mid-project summary of progress, and will be followed by circulation of the current working
draft after it has passed through ETSI MSG comment resolution.

8

STF results dissemination / recognition

I, and DW were welcomed as representatives of the STF.
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9

Impact of the participation on the STF

This was an intermediate to summarise progress of the STF, advise that the interim draft will be circulated
when possible and that review and contribution to that draft will be appreciated.

10 Conclusion
The outreach was successful.

Bob Williams

